
Response to document 410 WRH Update 280920 (September 2020) 
 
 
This summary document on behalf of local residents is in response to documents “410 WRH Update 280920 
(September 2020).pdf”, “2310-A-60-116 - Roof Plan in Context.pdf” and “2310 A - Aconbury Louvre Screening 
Presentation RevB.pdf” which were posted on the Planning Web Site on 5th October 2020. 
 
The document “410 WRH Update 280920 (September 2020).pdf” Introduction states that it summarises the 
design and technical response to matters raised in planning application Ref: 19/00520/FUL. We believe these 
comments are partly inaccurate and very subjective. 
 
Residents believe that no data analysis or real evidence is presented with these documents, but claims that noise 
and the visual impact is minimal, and implies that only a few residents are affected by this plant equipment, 
which is not true. 
This is because a single Unit on the main hospital building at a minimum of 300 metres away can be heard from 
residents in “The Heights” that are not backing onto the Newtown Road, and also residents living on Warden 
Villages. This is an ongoing complaint (Complaint Ref: 19/09904NIA) which has been running for over 12 months 
and the hospital has only now agreed to do something about it.  
 
This shows that a single unit over 300 metres away from residents’ homes can cause a real problem for local 
residents and this planning application is only 71 metres from residents’ gardens and is for 5 AHU’s and 2 Chillers. 
 
Local residents do not believe that Sandy Brown have been impartial in their reporting and that we have not been 
treated fairly by Worcester City Council which our complaint has been upheld (Complaint: rrh-7147661 Stage 2 
Response). 
 
Information presented in this document will establish that neither the visual appearance nor noise output from 
this equipment meets with a residential area and a semi-urban noise level below 41dBA. This figure was agreed 
with Worcestershire Regulatory Services based on an inaccurate background noise level of 38dBA (taken from the 
hospital rooftop). 
 
Planning application 19/00520/FUL states that it is applying for approval of 5 @ AHU’s and 2 @ Chillers when in 
fact only 3 @ AHU’s and 1 @ Chiller has been installed. All noise reports have been based on and have taken 
noise level readings from only the installed equipment. 
 
The planning application needs to be changed to reflect what has been installed, and not get approval for 
equipment that has not been installed or tested for noise output levels. 
 
 

a) Noise From Roof Top Plant 
There have been 2 noise reports produced by Sandy Brown with conflicting information. Just over half the 
equipment of the planning application is installed and residents feel should not be increased. 
 
Report 1 (19351-R01-B 10th September 2019): Noise survey and plant noise egress limits. 
The first report from Sandy Brown took actual noise level recordings during the day and also during the night over 

several days (from 15th August to 19th August 2019). Background noise levels (based on LA90, 15min) recorded 
37dBA on the Saturday and Sunday evenings/nights between 23:00-07:00 which were taken from the roof of 
Aconbury East where the plant is installed. (See report page 9 of 26). 
The report also states that the night-time background noise level was being driven by plant serving other hospital 
buildings, therefore it is presumed that the actual background noise level was lower at residential homes 75 
metres away. 
 
Night-Time Noise Level Recordings 
Actual Night-time background noise levels were taken from the residence property (9 The Heights) to verify the 
noise levels recorded by Sandy Brown, as the property is 75 metres away from their recording point and at a 
much lower elevation. The analysis is as follows:- 



 
Graph A. Night-time Background Noise Level. 

 
The above graph shows the recorded night-time background noise level of 33dBA over a 2 hour period. 
 
Therefore the maximum noise output from the existing plant should be much lower than 41dBA estimated from 
the hospital rooftop and should be no more than 36dBA at resident’s premises. 
These readings are lower than those taken by Sandy Brown partly because of noise being generated by a faulty 
Unit on the main hospital building which is currently offline, and also taken further away from other hospital 
buildings which were increasing background noise. 
 

 
Page 24 of 29 Sandy Brown report - 19351-R03-C Plant Noise Egress Assessment. 



 
The noise levels recorded (shown in previous image) from the currently installed plant equipment (not all as 
stated in the Noise Report  “19351-R03-C Plant Noise Egress Assessment.pdf”) shows that 47dBA were recorded. 
It also cannot be confirmed what load the equipment was running and is very unlikely to be running at full load 
(maximum noise). 
 
Therefore the true noise level from the plant currently installed is closer to the 50dBA first reported in an email 
from Colin Harper (BAM Construction) to Simon Wills on 5th July 2019. With advice from BAM Mechanical 
Designers (ARUP) and Plant Manufacturers (Weatherite). 
 
As only 3 @ AHU’s and 1 @ Chiller has been installed so far, residents feel the space allocated for the other 
equipment should be used to install acoustic screens to minimise the noise output from this equipment bringing 
maximum noise levels down to 36dBA. 
This is because the existing plant installed cannot meet the night-time noise limits. 
 
The following image from Sandy Brown Noise Report (19351-R01-B 10th September 2019) is showing acoustic 
barriers in front and behind Chillers which produce the loudest and most tonal noise. 
 

 
The above text and image (page 18 of 26) is taken from the first noise report by Sandy Brown (19351-R01-B 
Environmental Noise Survey and plant Egress Assessment.pdf) showing blue acoustic barriers which are needed 
for the equipment to meet the noise limit of 41dBA background limit. However, residents are now looking at a 
maximum of 36dBA during the night-time hours. 
 
Therefore this confirms the 47dBA noise output is too high from the existing plant recorded by Sandy Brown, and 
confirms that acoustic barriers are needed and have been recommended by Sandy Brown in their first report. 
 



 
Taken from Report by Sandy Brown (19351-R01-B Environmental Noise Survey and plant Egress Assessment.pdf) 
Showing space for acoustic barrier. A brown line is drawn where the barrier could be installed. 
 

 
This image taken from the latest document (2310-A-60-116.pdf) and shows 5 @ AHU’s and 2 @ Chillers, but in 
fact only three AHU’s and one Chiller have been installed which allows for acoustic barriers as recommended in 
Sandy Brown Noise Report (19351-R01-B Environmental noise survey and plant noise egress assessment.pdf).  
See image in previous page. 

Acoustic Barrier could be 
installed in this space as 
the AHU has not been 

installed in this space yet. 



 
Day-Time Noise Level Recordings 
The actual noise levels have been taken from resident’s property (9 The Heights) using calibrated equipment and 
have recorded 40dBA background noise level during the noisiest part of day (see below Graph B) which matches 
the lower recordings taken by Sandy Brown near to the roadside of between 40dBA to 44dBA.  
 
However, in the evening after 6pm and prior to 11pm the background noise level is much lower (due to less road 
traffic) which is why night-time background noise levels should be used for all times of the day and not just for 
the night as residents use their gardens during this period. 
 
It is important to remember that the noise from the roof top plant will be continuous and 24 hours per day! 
 
Graph B. 
Night-time recording taken over 4 hours. 
 

 
The above graph shows the background noise level (LA90) of 40dBA during a 4 hour period of the day at 
peak/noisiest times of the day. 
The calibrated equipment used for these graphs was verified by checks made using WRS noise meter calibrator 
and similar results by WRS obtained at that time. 
 
The hospital’s opinion is that it cannot justify the expenditure for screening or acoustic barriers but this was 
already part of the original design (see image on next page) and they have allocated £8m pounds from a £30M 
Building budget for the trust and does not come from the NHS Care Budget. Therefore the cost is irrelevant. 
 

 



b) Roof Top Screens 
 

 
The above image taken from the original planning application shows the screen along the roof top to hide any 
equipment. The original approval was given based on this and other similar design images at the time. 
 
It should be remembered that the hospital made its own decision to continue to build the roof top plant 
knowing that it did not have planning approval.  
 
Therefore if the hospital trust will not erect screening to hide the plant and install acoustic screens then 
residents request that the Planning Department force the hospital to remove the equipment from the roof and 
reapply for a new planning application. 
 

 
This photo was used in the latest report (2310 A - Aconbury Louvre Screening Presentation RevB.pdf) to show that 
no screen is required, but this is not representative as the camera makes the building seem far away from the 
road side. See next page for real perspective of size from residents’ homes. 



 
This is the actual size of the hospital building as viewed from the conservatory at 9 The Heights. 
As you can see the building roof line is much lower and closer to residents than the report images suggests. 
 
This is why a minimum of 2 metre screens are needed to not only hide the plant equipment but to suppress the 
noise which has a direct line of sight to local residents’ properties, especially children’s bedroom windows. 
 

  
Latest report (2310 A - Aconbury Louvre Screening Presentation RevB.pdf) with view with 2M high screen. This is 
much improved and should be adopted as this the cheapest method. 
It should be remembered that no other hospital building on the site shows roof top plant (all has been 
screened). 
 



c) Glare From Building/Roof Top Plant 
The latest report (410 WRH Update 280920) states that suitable coverings have been used to stop any glare from 
the plant, as you will see from the photograph below this is not the case. Although insulation materials have been 
used, they have not stopped the glare on both roof plant and grey cladding. 
The material used to cover the ducting is white/off-white in colour and allows the light to reflect off its surface. 
The grey cladding fixed on the side of the building again reflects the light. 
 
The following picture was taken late in the evening at 9pm and the reflected light would be brighter if the photos 
had been taken earlier in the day. 
 

 
Reflected light is too bright for the camera at 9pm on the evening of 10th July 2020. 
Because of the brightness the rooftop plant and parts of the building cannot be captured as shown by the arrow. 
 
 

d) Summary 
This retrospective application has been allowed to continue for nearly 18 months when the rooftop plant was first 
being installed and noticed by local residents. 
 
During this time the application has changed from 1 @ AHU with all its associated documents, to 3 @ AHU’s & 2 
@ Chillers again with all associated documents, to finally 5 @ AHU’s & 2 @ Chillers with more associated 
documents, all on the planning web site. Residents, Local Councillors and others have then added their responses, 
which are numerous! 
 
Due to the shear amount of documents from the hospital trust for what is effectively three different planning 
applications, residents feel this has caused real problems for WRS and the Planning Department. 
Critical information is now being forgotten or lost by these departments due to the length of time and three 
different planning officers dealing with this planning application. Data loss is inevitable due to their work loads, 
emails being deleted and from over 12 months elapse of time.  
An example of this is Sandy Brown recorded 37dBA as the background noise level on top of the hospital roof in 
their first report (based on requirements of BS 4142:2014 + A1:2019) but in later reports this has been ignored 
as it benefits the hospital to use an artificially higher background level of 44dBA based on noisy faulty 
equipment on the main hospital roof which has subsequently been addressed. 
Therefore the original background level should be used, but is still not representative at residents’ premises. 
 



Many questions to both the Hospital Trust and WRS have been asked by local residents, which so far have not 
been answered. Such as WRS to explain Sandy Brown’s noise reports to local residents which tells them that 
background noise levels (especially at night) will not be increased.  
Residents have not received any feedback from documents posted onto the planning website. 
Residents have also asked on numerous occasions for the plant to be operational at a time when residents have 
been informed so that the noise level could be assessed. This has not happened. 
Unfortunately the time has now passed when this can be done with any relevance, as the temperature is now 
much cooler and equipment would be running at a lower and thus at a quieter rate. 
 
Certain guarantees/conditions should be given, should the Planning Committee approve this application regarding 
monitoring and limiting noise levels on an ongoing basis. 
 
                                                                                           2 Acoustic Barriers 

 
The above summary diagram shows the current equipment installed on the roof of Aconbury East and the brown 
lines where acoustic screens could be added instead of more equipment.  
 
Hopefully this document shows the industrial rooftop plant is not in keeping with a residential area and identifies 
all the critical information needed to make a sensible decision. 
 
Local Residents are pleased that the hospital facilities are being improved but not at the expense of increased 
noise. Therefore local residents request the following:- 

 Acoustic barriers and screen is installed to reduce noise and improve the appearance. 

 Guarantee/conditions that noise levels will be monitored regularly and any increase of noise from plant 
equipment will be switched off, then immediately replaced or rectified. 

 Refusal by the Hospital Trust to comply with the previous two points means that residents would like 
permission refused and the plant taken down. 

 
 
 
This document has been compiled on behalf of residents in “The Heights” by a Quality Manager from the 
Industry who has experience dealing with plant noise. 

 
C W Allen. 
10th October 2020. 
 
 


